
Silent & Food Safe

- Available with or without brackets

- Ergonomic height for ease of movement

- Various colors available

- Reusable single wall lid available

www.saeplast.com 

Built to last

Sæplast PE MS300 Buggy



Any product information and directions on Sæplast’s website, brochures, catalogues, price lists, technical publications and similar are not warranted. 
SÆPLAST products are constructed from EU/FDA approved food-grade materials. Dimensions and weights are +/- 2%

Temperature tolerances range from -30°C to +60°C. For cleaning max. 70°C. 
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The lightweight and silent solution

To maximize the value of your finished goods you need to ensure that your 
food products are fresh and safe. Sæplast has designed the most rugged, 
food safe, lightweight, silent and employee-friendly plastic buggy for your 
processing floor.

The Sæplast PE MS300 PE Buggy is built to withstand the harsh conditions 
and rough handling in all processing plants. The sturdy under-carriage has 
hard-wearing nylon wheels with polyurethane tread while the stainless-steel 
lifting brackets are integrated to facilitate thorough cleaning. These features 
all assist to benefit the safety of all workers.

The robust MS300 Buggy features a proven triple-wall polyethylene construc-
tion. The triple-wall polyethylene MS300 PE buggy will absorb noise whereas 
its counterpart in stainless steel creates the usual noise pollution. The sound 
level during dumping is diminished by 17 db. Even the noise produced during 
rolling is minimized.

With the capability of using different colors, plants can color code buggies to 
specific areas of the plant. Furthermore, with the use of the reusable polyeth-
ylene lid, product inside the MS300 buggy can be assured to be food safe.

The Sæplast PE MS300 Buggy is ideally suited for the handling of wet and 
dry products with a working capacity of 291 L with the capability of holding 
600 lbs. of product. The low weight allows for easy handling. The pointed 
slope directs the outflow of dumping in the desired direction.

Integrated stainless steel brackets.Complete and directed dumping.

Colours available:

White Orange Grey Yellow Green Blue Red

Both Sæplast PE MS300 and 
MS301 are available with lid

Sæplast PE MS301 Buggy 
without a bracket
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A brand of

Model Outer Dimensions in inches Inner Dimensions in inches Weight Volume

L W H L W H Kg Ibs L US Gal

Sæplast PE MS300 Buggy with bracket 32.3 28.3 37.2 24.9 23.9 30.2 30 66 291 64 
Sæplast PE MS301 Buggy without bracket 32.3 28.3 37.2 24.9 23.9 30.2 29 64 291 64

Sæplast PE MS300 Buggy 
with a bracket


